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Abstract—In recent years, the power system research com-
munity has seen an explosion of novel methods for formulat-
ing and solving power network optimization problems. These
emerging methods range from new power flow approximations,
which go beyond the traditional DC power flow by capturing
reactive power, to convex relaxations, which provide solution
quality and runtime performance guarantees. Unfortunately,
the sophistication of these emerging methods often presents a
significant barrier to evaluating them on a wide variety of power
system optimization applications. To address this issue, this work
proposes PowerModels, an open-source platform for comparing
power flow formulations. From its inception, PowerModels was
designed to streamline the process of evaluating different power
flow formulations on shared optimization problem specifica-
tions. This work provides a brief introduction to the design of
PowerModels, validates its implementation, and demonstrates
its effectiveness with a proof-of-concept study analyzing five
different formulations of the Optimal Power Flow problem.
Index Terms—Nonlinear Optimization, Convex Optimization,
AC Optimal Power Flow, AC Optimal Transmission Switching,
Julia Language, Open-Source
I. INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION
In recent years, the power system research community
has seen an explosion of novel methods for formulating and
solving steady-state AC power network optimization prob-
lems. These emerging methods range from new power flow
approximations, which go beyond the traditional DC power
flow by capturing reactive power (e.g., LPAC [1], IV [2],
LACR [3]), to convex relaxations (e.g., Moment-Hierarchy
[4], SDP [5], QC [6], SOC [7], CDF [8]), which provide
solution quality guarantees and leverage state-of-the-art con-
vex optimization software. Indeed, these emerging methods
have demonstrated promising results on a wide range of
problem domains, including Optimal Power Flow (OPF) [4],
[9], [10], Optimal Transmission Switching (OTS) [6], [11],
Transmission Network Expansion Planning (TNEP) [12]–[14],
and Micro-Grid Design [15], [16]. Unfortunately, a number
of fundamental challenges have hindered ubiquitous access to
these recent developments:
1) Many of the proposed methods are complex mathemati-
cal models including many auxiliary variables and con-
straints that are challenging to implement from scratch.
Furthermore, because of this complexity, the original
authors’ implementation is often required to precisely
reproduce previous results.
2) In contrast to power system optimization algorithms
built from scratch, these emerging methods often build
on state-of-the-art optimization software, such as IPOPT
[17], Mosek [18], or Gurobi [19]. Typically these tools
are tedious to use directly, so a modeling language, such
as AMPL [20], GAMS [21], OPL [22], Pyomo [23],
YALMIP [24], or CVX [25], is often leveraged to make
effective use of such software.
3) Matlab-based tools, such as MATPOWER [26], have been
widely successful as research and development baselines
for power system analysis. However, their reliance on
Matlab can be a significant limitation. Matlab licensing
costs can be prohibitive in a nonacademic environment
or when conducting large-scale experiments where hun-
dreds of independent tasks need to be run in parallel.
The Advent of Julia & JuMP: Recently, Julia [27] has
emerged as an open-source, high-level, high-performance pro-
gramming language for numerical computing. Julia strives to
have the ease of use of scripting languages like Matlab and
Python while maintaining performance that is comparable to
C. In the context of this work, Julia is valuable because it
presents a free and open-source alternative to Matlab.
JuMP [28] is one of many open-source packages available
in Julia and provides a modeling layer for optimization within
Julia, similar to YALMIP and CVX in Matlab. JuMP supports
a wide variety of optimization problems, including linear
programs (LP), mixed-integer programs (MIP), second-order
cone programs (SOCP), semi-definite programs (SDP), non-
linear programs (NLP), and mixed-integer nonlinear programs
(MINLP), which makes it an ideal modeling layer for the wide
range of optimization problems that arise in power systems
research.
PowerModels: Building on the success of Julia and
JuMP, in this work we introduce PowerModels1, a free and
open-source toolkit for power network optimization with a
focus on comparing power flow formulations. At this time,
PowerModels focuses on establishing a baseline implemen-
tation of steady-state power network optimization problems
and includes implementations of Power Flow, OPF, OTS, and
TNEP. Each of these optimization problems can be considered
with a variety of power flow formulations, including AC
1https://github.com/lanl-ansi/PowerModels.jl
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Code Block 1 A JuMP v0.18 Model in Julia v0.6
# Model
using JuMP
m = Model()
@variables m begin
va[1:3]
pg[1:3] >= 0
end
@objective(m, Min, 1*pg[1] + 10*pg[2] + 100*pg[3])
@constraints m begin
va[1] == 0
pg[1] - 1 == 10*(va[1]-va[2]) + 20*(va[1]-va[3])
pg[2] - 2 == 10*(va[2]-va[1]) + 30*(va[2]-va[3])
pg[3] - 4 == 20*(va[3]-va[1]) + 30*(va[3]-va[2])
10*(va[1]-va[2]) <= 0.5
10*(va[1]-va[2]) >= -0.5
20*(va[1]-va[3]) <= 0.5
20*(va[1]-va[3]) >= -0.5
end
# Solver
using Clp
setsolver(m, ClpSolver())
status = solve(m)
polar, AC rectangular, DC approximation, SOC relaxation,
and the QC relaxation. The correctness of the PowerModels
implementation has been validated on hundreds of AC OPF
benchmarks from both the PGLib-OPF [29] and NESTA [30]
benchmark archives. The open-source nature of the Julia
ecosystem makes replicating these results nearly effortless.
Furthermore, having all of these implementations in a common
platform assists in fair and rigorous comparisons of different
optimization methods from the power system literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief review
of mathematical programming is provided in Section II to give
context and motivation to this work. Section III introduces
the PowerModels framework, explains the design goals, and
provides several examples of how it is used. Section IV val-
idates the implementation of PowerModels to the established
MATPOWER software and demonstrates the effectiveness of
the PowerModels framework with a proof-of-concept study
comparing five different formulations of the OPF problem.
Section V finishes with a few concluding remarks.
II. THE VALUE OF MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
Since their inception in the 1970s, mathematical program-
ming languages such as GAMS, AMPL, OPL, YALMIP, CVX,
and JuMP have proven to be invaluable tools for specify-
ing and solving a wide range of mathematical optimization
problems. One of the key features of these languages is the
separation of the mathematical specification of the problem
from the algorithmic task of solving it. It is important to
note that, in such languages, it is easy to specify complex
optimization problems that are impossible to solve in practice.
However, a mathematically rigorous specification of such
problems still has significant value in its own right [31], [32].
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Figure 1. Illustration of mathematical programming abstraction layers.
To make mathematical programming concrete, Code Block
1 illustrates how a simple DC OPF problem can be modeled
in the JuMP mathematical programming language. A key
observation is that the complete mathematical specification is
independent of the solution method, which is the CLP [33]
linear programming solver in this case. This abstraction layer
is highly valuable for two reasons: (1) within the same problem
class (e.g., LP), it is easy to explore a number of different
solver technologies (e.g., CLP, GLPK, CPLEX, Gurobi);2
and (2) when modifications in the mathematical specification
change the problem class (e.g., from an LP to an SDP), the
only software change that is required is changing the solver
technology (e.g., from the CLP linear solver to SCS [34] sdp
solver).
III. POWER SYSTEM MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS
Inspired by the success of the abstractions developed by
mathematical programming languages, a principal goal of
PowerModels is to provide power system abstractions that
will aid researchers in designing and comparing a wide range
of power system optimization problems. As illustrated in
Figure 1, PowerModels provides an abstraction layer on top
of the JuMP mathematical programming language. This layer
captures the structure of power systems mathematical pro-
grams, such as equations over complex numbers and network
component objects such as buses, generators, and branches.
When developing any power system computational tool, two
of the core decisions are (1) the types of system components
to be supported, and (2) the mathematical model of those com-
ponents. Based on the wide adoption of MATPOWER in the re-
search community, the first version of PowerModels elects the
same component scope and mathematical model. Specifically,
PowerModels supports (1) buses with one constant power
load and one fixed shunt, (2) generators with polynomial cost
functions, (3) pi-equivalent branches and transformers, and (4)
simple HVDC lines. For a detailed description of each of
these components, see the MATPOWER documentation [26].
Selecting this formulation scope is also advantageous because
of the significant amount of network data that has been curated
in the MATPOWER case format [29], [30].
In the pursuit of a power systems–specific mathematical
programming framework, PowerModels makes two key ob-
servations that inform its design: (1) each power system opti-
2See http://www.juliaopt.org for a list of solvers accessible via JuMP.
Code Block 2 PowerModels v0.5 Abstract OPF Model
1 function post_opf(pm::GenericPowerModel)
2
3 variable_voltage(pm)
4 variable_generation(pm)
5 variable_branch_flow(pm)
6 variable_dcline_flow(pm)
7
8 objective_min_fuel_cost(pm)
9
10 constraint_voltage(pm)
11
12 for i in ids(pm, :ref_buses)
13 constraint_theta_ref(pm, i)
14 end
15
16 for i in ids(pm, :bus)
17 constraint_kcl_shunt(pm, i)
18 end
19
20 for i in ids(pm, :branch)
21 constraint_ohms_yt_from(pm, i)
22 constraint_ohms_yt_to(pm, i)
23
24 constraint_voltage_angle_difference(pm, i)
25
26 constraint_thermal_limit_from(pm, i)
27 constraint_thermal_limit_to(pm, i)
28 end
29
30 for i in ids(pm, :dcline)
31 constraint_dcline(pm, i)
32 end
33 end
mization problem (e.g., OPF) has many formulations (e.g., AC
in polar coordinates, DC approximation, or SOC relaxation),
and (2) the AC power flow equations are most naturally
defined in the space of complex numbers. The following
sections demonstrate how these observations manifest in a
domain-specific mathematical programming framework for
power system optimization.
A. Abstract Power System Problems
Power system optimization problems in PowerModels
are collections of functions with a syntax similar to that
of JuMP mathematical models. Code Block 2 provides
the complete specification of the OPF problem, as pre-
scribed by MATPOWER. This post_opf function receives
a GenericPowerModel object, which is analogous to
a JuMP Model but is specialized to power systems. The
GenericPowerModel object includes various information
about the PowerModel, most importantly the power network
data. This model object is then passed to a number of functions
to build up the mathematical program. Lines 3–6 define the
decision variables. Line 8 configures the objective function
and Lines 10–32 add the problem constraints. This model
highlights two core features of power system mathematical
models. First, all of the functions are defined over complex
numbers. For example, variable_voltage initializes both
the real and imaginary parts of the voltage variables and
constraint_kcl_shunt captures Kirchoff’s current law
(KCL) on both active and reactive power. Second, the model
Code Block 3 PowerModels v0.5 Abstract OTS Model
function post_ots(pm::GenericPowerModel)
variable_branch_indicator(pm)
variable_voltage_on_off(pm)
variable_generation(pm)
variable_branch_flow(pm)
variable_dcline_flow(pm)
objective_min_fuel_cost(pm)
constraint_voltage_on_off(pm)
for i in ids(pm, :ref_buses)
constraint_theta_ref(pm, i)
end
for i in ids(pm, :bus)
constraint_kcl_shunt(pm, i)
end
for i in ids(pm, :branch)
constraint_ohms_yt_from_on_off(pm, i)
constraint_ohms_yt_to_on_off(pm, i)
constraint_voltage_angle_difference_on_off(pm, i)
constraint_thermal_limit_from_on_off(pm, i)
constraint_thermal_limit_to_on_off(pm, i)
end
for i in ids(pm, :dcline)
constraint_dcline(pm, i)
end
end
constraints can be applied on a component-by-component ba-
sis; for example, KCL is applied for all buses whereas Ohm’s
law is applied for all branches. This constraint organization
highlights the network structure underlying mathematical pro-
grams in power systems.
To highlight the flexible nature of PowerModels as a mod-
eling framework, Code Block 3 presents the OTS problem. In
this problem, formulation of an on/off branch indicator vari-
able is added (i.e., variable_branch_indicator), and
all of the branch flow constraints are extended to _on_off
variants that incorporate this indicator variable. Once those
extensions are complete, the rest of the model leverages the
same functions used in the OPF formulation (i.e., Code Block
2). The reuse of core abstractions in this example highlights
the benefits of building a domain-specific mathematical pro-
gramming framework for power systems.
B. Power System Formulations
The concept of power system formulations is introduced
to transform generic problem specifications, such as the OPF
and OTS problems from the previous section, into concrete
mathematical programs, i.e., JuMP models. These formula-
tions specify both the physics that will be used in the mathe-
matical program (i.e., AC or DC) as well as the mathematical
implementation of that physics (i.e., AC in polar form or AC in
rectangular form). PowerModels v0.5 includes the following
formulations:
Code Block 4 Building and Running an AC-Polar OPF
using PowerModels
using Ipopt
# load the network data
case = PowerModels.parse_file("case24_ieee_rts.m")
# build the mathematical program
pm = build_generic_model(case, ACPPowerModel,
PowerModels.post_opf)
# solve the mathematical program
result = solve_generic_model(pm, IpoptSolver())
• ACPPowerModel - AC in polar coordinates [35]
• ACRPowerModel - AC in rectangular coordinates [36]
• ACTPowerModel - AC in the w-theta space
• DCPPowerModel - DC approximation [26]
• DCPLLPowerModel - DC approx. with line losses [37]
• SOCWRPowerModel - SOC relaxation [7]
• QCWRPowerModel - QC relaxation [6]
All of these can be applied to any of the abstract problem
formulations.
The key property that PowerModels assumes is that the
combination of an abstract problem and a mathematical formu-
lation results in a fully specified mathematical program that is
then encoded as a JuMP model. Code Block 4 illustrates how a
problem and formulation are combined to build a JuMP model
and then solve it. The function build_generic_model
combines the network data, a formulation, and a generic
problem definition to build the JuMP model (i.e., pm.model).
The solve_generic_model function solves the JuMP
model using the given solver (IPOPT in this case) and then puts
the raw numerical results in a data structure that is consistent
with the PowerModels data format. Because this build-and-
solve process is fairly common, PowerModels provides the
run_opf helper function to do one after the other.
The intuition for how build_generic_model works is
as follows. A generic problem definition, such as OPF, is
defined over a generic complex voltage product expression,
i.e., ViV ∗j . Based on the given formulation, these generic
expressions are replaced with a specific real number im-
plementation. For example, the ACPPowerModel formulation
results in the following mapping:
ViV
∗
j ⇒ |Vi||Vj | cos(θi − θj) + i|Vi||Vj | sin(θi − θj) (1)
whereas the ACRPowerModel formulation has the mapping
ViV
∗
j ⇒ vRi vRj + vIi vIj + i(vIi vRj − vRi vIj ) (2)
The ACTPowerModel formulation is an interesting case be-
cause it introduces constraints and new variables:
ViV
∗
j ⇒WRij + iW Iij (3a)
(WRij )
2 + (W Iij)
2 =WRiiW
R
jj (3b)
W Iij =W
R
ij tan(θi − θj) (3c)
and the traditional DCPPowerModel formulation is
ViV
∗
j ⇒ 0 + i(θi − θj) (4)
Code Block 5 Running Various OPF Formulations
using PowerModels
using Ipopt
ipopt = IpoptSolver(tol=1e-6)
case = PowerModels.parse_file("case24_ieee_rts.m")
result_acp = run_opf(case, ACPPowerModel, ipopt)
result_acr = run_opf(case, ACRPowerModel, ipopt)
result_act = run_opf(case, ACTPowerModel, ipopt)
result_soc = run_opf(case, SOCWRPowerModel, ipopt)
result_qc = run_opf(case, QCWRPowerModel, ipopt)
In general, this mapping may be more complex and add many
auxiliary variables and constraints to the model, as is the case
for the QCWRPowerModel formulation. A detailed explanation
of these notations can be found in [9].
C. Comparing Formulations
One of the interesting advantages of clearly separating the
power system problem from the formulation is that it makes it
easy to compare the effects of various formulations on a com-
mon problem of interest. For example, consider Code Block 5,
in which the structure of each run_opf call clearly indicates
that the only thing changing is the formulation and not the
underlying problem or solver. This kind of structure mitigates
implementation mistakes and assists in checking mathemat-
ical properties. For example, the SOCWRPowerModel and
QCWRPowerModel are designed to be relaxations of the
nonconvex formulations ACPPowerModel, ACRPowerModel,
and ACTPowerModel. Hence, one expects that the objective
value of both relaxations will be below the values of all the
nonconvex formulations.
D. Proving Infeasibility
Another interesting benefit of separating the power system
optimization problem from the formulation is that it enables
the use of convex relaxations as a diagnostic tool for proving
that a problem’s input data has no feasible solution, as noted in
[9]. Such proofs of infeasibility are incredibly useful when de-
bugging large network data sets. The primary challenge is that
large-scale power system optimization problems necessitate
algorithms that provide only local optimality guarantees (e.g.,
Newton-Raphson and Interior Point Methods). Therefore, if
one solves an OPF problem with a nonconvex ACRPower-
Model and the solver converges to an infeasible stationary
point, it is not clear whether the problem is truly infeasible or
whether the algorithm was unable to find a feasible solution.
In contrast, if one solves an OPF problem with a convex re-
laxation, such as SOCWRPowerModel or QCWRPowerModel,
and the solver still converges to an infeasible stationary point,
then the solver has proven that both the convex relaxation
and the original nonconvex problem (e.g., ACRPowerModel)
are infeasible. The design of PowerModels makes it easy to
perform this kind of problem data validation.
E. User-Driven Extensions
One of the advantages of building PowerModels in Julia is
Julia’s native package management system. This allows users
to develop extension packages on top of the PowerModels
modeling layer and share those extensions with the commu-
nity. The PowerModelsAnnex3 package provides an example
of how this is accomplished and includes examples of how
to extend PowerModels with new problem specifications and
formulations. Some preliminary user-driven activities include:
PowerModelsReliability4, which includes problem extensions
incorporating on-load tap changing transformers and load
shedding; OPFRecourse5, which includes problem extensions
and algorithms for applying statistical learning methods to
optimal power flow [38], [39]; And a worst-case N -k con-
tingency identification tool6 [40].
IV. VALIDATION AND PROOF-OF-CONCEPT STUDIES
The goals of this section are twofold. First, it describes a
validation study to verify that PowerModels is comparable to
the widely used MATPOWER package. Second, it describes a
proof-of-concept study to demonstrate the efficacy of using
PowerModels for a comparison of different power flow for-
mulations. Both studies consider the seminal OPF problem
presented Code Block 2.
A. Test Cases and Computational Setting
These studies consider the 108 power networks from the
IEEE PES PGLib-OPF v17.08 benchmark library [29]. The
MATPOWER v6.0 evaluation was conducted using Matlab
R2017b and the default solvers provided for OPF problems.
The PowerModels v0.5 evaluation was conducted in Julia v0.6
using JuMP v0.18 [28]. In the interest of consistency, all of
the PowerModels mathematical programs were solved with
Ipopt [17] using the HSL MA27 linear algebra solver [41]
up to an optimality tolerance of 10−6. All of the experiments
were conducted on HPE ProLiant XL170r servers with two
Intel CPUs @2.10 GHz and 128 GB of memory. The reported
runtimes focus on the solver runtime and do not include the
test case loading, model building, or Julia’s JIT time. In total,
these overheads add around 3–5 seconds. It was observed that
on cases with <1000 buses, all OPF formulations solved in
<1 second. Hence, for brevity, these small cases are omitted.
B. Validation Study
Table I presents a comparison of the AC-P and DC-P
OPF solutions produced by MATPOWER and PowerModels.
In the table, n.s. indicates that no solution was found, inf.
indicates that the solver proved that no solution exists, and
– indicates that the test case did not meet MATPOWER’s
data requirements. Looking at the AC-P OPF results, in the
cases where MATPOWER finds a solution, its objective matches
3https://github.com/lanl-ansi/PowerModelsAnnex.jl
4https://github.com/frederikgeth/PowerModelsReliability.jl
5https://github.com/lanl-ansi/OPFRecourse.jl
6https://github.com/kaarthiksundar/n-k
exactly with PowerModels, indicating that PowerModels cor-
rectly implements the AC power flow model. Although MAT-
POWER’s MIPS solver tends to be faster than Ipopt via
PowerModels, it does appear to be less robust. Looking at
the DC-P OPF results, the objective values are similar but
not exactly the same. This is expected because the two tools
implement slightly different variants of the DC power flow
model. Overall, these results suggest that PowerModels’ OPF
implementation is comparable to MATPOWER’s.
C. Formulation Study
Table II presents a comparison of the five formulations in
Code Block 5. The AC-P model is used as the base case
feasible solution to which all other formulations are compared.
For the nonconvex AC-R and AC-T formulations, the absolute
difference in the objective value from AC-P is reported. For
the convex QC and SOC relaxations, the optimality gap is
reported, that is,
100 ∗ AC-P - Relaxation
AC-P
The results are summarized as follows. (1) Despite a lack
of convergence guarantees, all three of the nonconvex models
AC-P, AC-R, and AC-T converge to very similar solutions. Of
these three, AC-R tends to be the fastest; this is consistent
with the results of [42]. (2) In terms of the relaxations, the
results confirm that the QC is a stronger relaxation than the
SOC, as shown in [9], but there is a clear runtime benefit for
the simpler SOC relaxation. (3) The consistency of both the
nonconvex models and convex relaxations suggests that the
PowerModels implementation of these models is correct.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, PowerModels is proposed as a domain-
specific mathematical programming framework for power sys-
tem optimization. A core insight of this framework is that
it is possible to factor power system mathematical programs
into two independent components, problem specifications and
mathematical formulations. The success of this approach was
demonstrated by a proof-of-concept comparison of five es-
tablished formulations of the OPF problem. In the future we
hope that PowerModels will mature well beyond the current
version and will include a wide selection of power flow for-
mulations from the literature, especially the well-known SDP
and Moment-Hierarchy relaxations. We encourage the power
systems research community to share their experiences using
PowerModels and to contribute novel problem specifications
and mathematical formulations.
TABLE I
QUALITY AND RUNTIME COMPARISON OF MATPOWER AND POWERMODELS ON AC AND DC OPTIMAL POWER FLOW
$/h Runtime (seconds)
MP PM MP PM MP PM MP PM
Test Case |N | |E| AC-P AC-P DC DC AC-P AC-P DC DC
Typical Operating Conditions (TYP)
case1354 pegase 1354 1991 1.3640e+06 1.3640e+06 1.3141e+06 1.3140e+06 4 6 2 <1
case1888 rte 1888 2531 n.s. 1.5654e+06 1.5111e+06 1.5111e+06 6 14 2 <1
case1951 rte 1951 2596 n.s. 2.3753e+06 2.3128e+06 2.3128e+06 3 18 2 <1
case2383wp k 2383 2896 1.8685e+06 1.8685e+06 1.7968e+06 1.8041e+06 5 9 2 <1
case2736sp k 2736 3504 1.3079e+06 1.3079e+06 1.2760e+06 1.2760e+06 4 8 2 <1
case2737sop k 2737 3506 7.7763e+05 7.7763e+05 7.6401e+05 7.6401e+05 5 6 2 <1
case2746wop k 2746 3514 1.2083e+06 1.2083e+06 1.1782e+06 1.1782e+06 5 7 2 <1
case2746wp k 2746 3514 1.6318e+06 1.6318e+06 1.5814e+06 1.5814e+06 5 7 3 <1
case2848 rte 2848 3776 n.s. 1.3847e+06 1.3636e+06 1.3636e+06 8 19 2 <1
case2868 rte 2868 3808 n.s. 2.2599e+06 2.2053e+06 2.2053e+06 12 21 3 <1
case2869 pegase 2869 4582 2.6050e+06 2.6050e+06 2.5167e+06 2.5166e+06 8 14 3 <1
case3012wp k 3012 3572 2.6008e+06 2.6008e+06 2.5143e+06 2.5090e+06 7 11 3 <1
case3120sp k 3120 3693 2.1457e+06 2.1457e+06 2.0891e+06 2.0880e+06 7 11 3 <1
case3375wp k 3375 4161 n.s. 7.4357e+06 7.3166e+06 7.3170e+06 2 14 3 <1
case6468 rte 6468 9000 n.s. 2.2623e+06 2.1797e+06 2.1619e+06 7 80 4 <1
case6470 rte 6470 9005 n.s. 2.5558e+06 2.4520e+06 2.4454e+06 32 47 4 2
case6495 rte 6495 9019 n.s. 3.4777e+06 3.0085e+06 2.8481e+06 16 89 4 2
case6515 rte 6515 9037 n.s. 3.1971e+06 2.9493e+06 2.8484e+06 30 73 4 2
case9241 pegase 9241 16049 n.s. 6.7747e+06 6.5411e+06 6.5179e+06 68 62 7 2
case13659 pegase 13659 20467 1.0781e+07 1.0781e+07 1.0587e+07 1.0565e+07 51 96 8 3
Congested Operating Conditions (API)
case1354 pegase api 1354 1991 – 1.8041e+06 1.7479e+06 1.7485e+06 – 6 2 <1
case1888 rte api 1888 2531 n.s. 2.2566e+06 2.1930e+06 2.1930e+06 9 10 2 <1
case1951 rte api 1951 2596 – 2.8005e+06 n.s. 2.7027e+06 – 124 2 <1
case2383wp k api 2383 2896 2.7913e+05 2.7913e+05 2.7913e+05 2.7913e+05 3 31 2 <1
case2736sp k api 2736 3504 6.3847e+05 6.3847e+05 6.1252e+05 5.9774e+05 5 9 3 <1
case2737sop k api 2737 3506 4.0282e+05 4.0282e+05 3.7767e+05 3.7570e+05 5 8 3 <1
case2746wop k api 2746 3514 5.1166e+05 5.1166e+05 5.1166e+05 5.1166e+05 3 3 3 <1
case2746wp k api 2746 3514 5.8183e+05 5.8183e+05 5.8183e+05 5.8183e+05 4 5 3 <1
case2848 rte api 2848 3776 – 1.7169e+06 1.6822e+06 1.6822e+06 – 35 3 <1
case2868 rte api 2868 3808 – 2.7159e+06 n.s. 2.6357e+06 – 29 3 <1
case2869 pegase api 2869 4582 – 3.3185e+06 3.2137e+06 3.2154e+06 – 16 3 <1
case3012wp k api 3012 3572 7.2887e+05 7.2887e+05 7.2887e+05 7.2887e+05 7 5 3 <1
case3120sp k api 3120 3693 9.2026e+05 9.2026e+05 8.9103e+05 8.5997e+05 7 15 3 <1
case3375wp k api 3375 4161 n.s. 5.8861e+06 5.8117e+06 5.7641e+06 2 14 3 <1
case6468 rte api 6468 9000 n.s. 2.7102e+06 2.6078e+06 2.6081e+06 45 84 4 <1
case6470 rte api 6470 9005 n.s. 3.1603e+06 3.0266e+06 3.0333e+06 18 58 4 <1
case6495 rte api 6495 9019 n.s. 3.6263e+06 3.4265e+06 3.4186e+06 7 77 4 2
case6515 rte api 6515 9037 n.s. 3.5904e+06 3.3662e+06 3.3777e+06 42 72 4 2
case9241 pegase api 9241 16049 – 8.2656e+06 7.9822e+06 7.9822e+06 – 73 13 2
case13659 pegase api 13659 20467 – 1.1209e+07 1.0903e+07 1.0895e+07 – 79 11 3
Small Angle Difference Conditions (SAD)
case1354 pegase sad 1354 1991 1.3646e+06 1.3646e+06 n.s. inf. 4 6 2 <1
case1888 rte sad 1888 2531 n.s. 1.5806e+06 1.5122e+06 1.5123e+06 7 16 2 <1
case1951 rte sad 1951 2596 n.s. 2.3820e+06 n.s. inf. 3 25 2 <1
case2383wp k sad 2383 2896 1.9165e+06 1.9165e+06 n.s. inf. 5 10 2 2
case2736sp k sad 2736 3504 1.3294e+06 1.3294e+06 n.s. inf. 5 10 2 2
case2737sop k sad 2737 3506 7.9267e+05 7.9267e+05 n.s. inf. 5 9 2 2
case2746wop k sad 2746 3514 1.2344e+06 1.2344e+06 n.s. inf. 5 8 2 2
case2746wp k sad 2746 3514 1.6674e+06 1.6674e+06 n.s. inf. 5 9 3 19
case2848 rte sad 2848 3776 n.s. 1.3879e+06 n.s. inf. 6 21 3 2
case2868 rte sad 2868 3808 n.s. 2.2707e+06 n.s. inf. 7 20 3 2
case2869 pegase sad 2869 4582 2.6198e+06 2.6198e+06 n.s. inf. 9 14 3 4
case3012wp k sad 3012 3572 2.6213e+06 2.6213e+06 n.s. inf. 7 12 3 3
case3120sp k sad 3120 3693 2.1755e+06 2.1755e+06 n.s. inf. 7 14 3 3
case3375wp k sad 3375 4161 n.s. 7.4357e+06 7.3181e+06 7.3197e+06 2 14 3 <1
case6468 rte sad 6468 9000 n.s. 2.2623e+06 2.1797e+06 2.1619e+06 7 131 4 <1
case6470 rte sad 6470 9005 n.s. 2.5597e+06 2.4595e+06 2.4483e+06 22 48 4 2
case6495 rte sad 6495 9019 n.s. 3.4777e+06 3.0995e+06 2.8482e+06 12 88 4 2
case6515 rte sad 6515 9037 n.s. 3.2679e+06 3.1394e+06 2.8486e+06 11 78 4 2
case9241 pegase sad 9241 16049 n.s. 6.9170e+06 n.s. inf. 38 70 5 10
case13659 pegase sad 13659 20467 1.0901e+07 1.0901e+07 n.s. inf. 51 79 6 12
TABLE II
QUALITY AND RUNTIME RESULTS FOR AC OPTIMAL POWER FLOW FORMULATIONS AND CONVEX RELAXATIONS
$/h ∆$/h Gap (%) Runtime (seconds)
Test Case |N | |E| AC-P AC-R AC-T QC SOC AC-P AC-R AC-T QC SOC
Typical Operating Conditions (TYP)
case1354 pegase 1354 1991 1.3640e+06 -0.00 0.00 2.40 2.41 6 2 3 6 3
case1888 rte 1888 2531 1.5654e+06 0.07 0.07 1.82 1.82 14 31 27 9 5
case1951 rte 1951 2596 2.3753e+06 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.13 18 7 21 10 6
case2383wp k 2383 2896 1.8685e+06 -0.00 0.00 0.99 1.05 9 4 127 10 6
case2736sp k 2736 3504 1.3079e+06 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.30 8 3 19 10 4
case2737sop k 2737 3506 7.7763e+05 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.26 6 3 27 9 4
case2746wop k 2746 3514 1.2083e+06 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.37 7 3 22 10 43
case2746wp k 2746 3514 1.6318e+06 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.33 7 3 24 10 5
case2848 rte 2848 3776 1.3847e+06 -0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12 19 6 9 14 7
case2868 rte 2868 3808 2.2599e+06 -0.00 0.00 0.11 0.11 21 7 11 14 8
case2869 pegase 2869 4582 2.6050e+06 -0.00 0.00 1.07 1.08 14 6 8 20 7
case3012wp k 3012 3572 2.6008e+06 0.00 0.00 0.98 1.03 11 5 16 14 8
case3120sp k 3120 3693 2.1457e+06 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.55 11 5 20 15 6
case3375wp k 3375 4161 7.4357e+06 0.00 err. 0.50 0.52 14 16 41 44 26
case6468 rte 6468 9000 2.2623e+06 0.00 0.00 1.07 1.07 80 49 75 69 27
case6470 rte 6470 9005 2.5558e+06 0.00 0.00 1.95 1.96 47 19 124 48 23
case6495 rte 6495 9019 3.4777e+06 0.03 0.09 16.73 16.75 89 35 181 52 24
case6515 rte 6515 9037 3.1971e+06 0.02 0.04 7.86 7.87 73 28 249 56 22
case9241 pegase 9241 16049 6.7747e+06 0.00 0.00 1.99 2.84 62 24 525 121 37
case13659 pegase 13659 20467 1.0781e+07 0.00 0.00 0.95 1.35 96 67 499 131 45
Congested Operating Conditions (API)
case1354 pegase api 1354 1991 1.8041e+06 -0.00 0.00 0.70 0.71 6 2 3 6 3
case1888 rte api 1888 2531 2.2566e+06 0.02 0.03 0.47 0.47 10 4 11 14 5
case1951 rte api 1951 2596 2.8005e+06 -0.03 0.01 0.60 0.62 124 4 10 10 5
case2383wp k api 2383 2896 2.7913e+05 0.00 -0.00 0.01 0.01 31 2 2 3 <1
case2736sp k api 2736 3504 6.3847e+05 0.00 0.00 12.82 12.83 9 4 5 10 3
case2737sop k api 2737 3506 4.0282e+05 0.00 0.00 10.00 10.01 8 3 51 9 3
case2746wop k api 2746 3514 5.1166e+05 -0.00 -0.00 0.01 0.01 3 2 2 4 2
case2746wp k api 2746 3514 5.8183e+05 -0.00 -0.00 0.01 0.00 5 2 3 5 2
case2848 rte api 2848 3776 1.7169e+06 -0.00 0.00 0.18 0.18 35 11 40 15 7
case2868 rte api 2868 3808 2.7159e+06 -0.00 0.00 0.19 0.20 29 10 14 16 6
case2869 pegase api 2869 4582 3.3185e+06 -0.00 0.00 0.82 0.84 16 7 11 20 8
case3012wp k api 3012 3572 7.2887e+05 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 5 2 3 6 2
case3120sp k api 3120 3693 9.2026e+05 0.00 0.00 24.92 24.95 15 6 9 14 4
case3375wp k api 3375 4161 5.8861e+06 0.05 0.00 9.46 9.55 14 38 259 21 14
case6468 rte api 6468 9000 2.7102e+06 -0.00 0.00 0.41 0.42 84 40 84 54 29
case6470 rte api 6470 9005 3.1603e+06 -0.00 0.00 0.82 0.84 58 24 92 40 23
case6495 rte api 6495 9019 3.6263e+06 0.31 0.31 3.24 3.28 77 27 134 49 23
case6515 rte api 6515 9037 3.5904e+06 0.22 0.23 2.53 2.56 72 30 174 53 22
case9241 pegase api 9241 16049 8.2656e+06 0.99 0.00 1.70 2.59 73 32 1536 141 39
case13659 pegase api 13659 20467 1.1209e+07 0.00 0.00 1.21 1.91 79 37 768 122 56
Small Angle Difference Conditions (SAD)
case1354 pegase sad 1354 1991 1.3646e+06 -0.00 0.00 2.37 2.45 6 2 3 6 3
case1888 rte sad 1888 2531 1.5806e+06 0.09 0.09 2.73 2.74 16 8 10 8 5
case1951 rte sad 1951 2596 2.3820e+06 0.01 0.00 0.37 0.40 25 6 14 9 5
case2383wp k sad 2383 2896 1.9165e+06 0.01 0.00 2.16 3.13 10 4 60 10 6
case2736sp k sad 2736 3504 1.3294e+06 0.00 0.00 1.53 1.80 10 4 23 11 5
case2737sop k sad 2737 3506 7.9267e+05 0.00 0.00 1.92 2.10 9 4 14 9 4
case2746wop k sad 2746 3514 1.2344e+06 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.37 8 4 20 8 4
case2746wp k sad 2746 3514 1.6674e+06 0.00 0.00 1.68 2.21 9 4 18 10 5
case2848 rte sad 2848 3776 1.3879e+06 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.29 21 8 13 14 5
case2868 rte sad 2868 3808 2.2707e+06 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.53 20 8 10 15 6
case2869 pegase sad 2869 4582 2.6198e+06 0.00 0.00 1.39 1.49 14 6 8 31 7
case3012wp k sad 3012 3572 2.6213e+06 0.01 0.00 1.41 1.62 12 6 19 15 6
case3120sp k sad 3120 3693 2.1755e+06 0.01 0.00 1.42 1.61 14 6 27 15 6
case3375wp k sad 3375 4161 7.4357e+06 0.00 0.00 0.47 0.52 14 18 23 27 19
case6468 rte sad 6468 9000 2.2623e+06 0.00 0.00 1.05 1.06 131 41 138 67 28
case6470 rte sad 6470 9005 2.5597e+06 0.00 0.00 2.03 2.08 48 19 65 46 22
case6495 rte sad 6495 9019 3.4777e+06 0.03 0.09 16.63 16.75 88 34 160 54 23
case6515 rte sad 6515 9037 3.2679e+06 0.02 0.03 9.82 9.87 78 30 144 53 22
case9241 pegase sad 9241 16049 6.9170e+06 27.87 27.87 3.49 3.56 70 29 393 143 37
case13659 pegase sad 13659 20467 1.0901e+07 0.01 0.01 1.70 1.74 79 126 635 135 910
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